This paper analyzes portfolio risk and volatility in the presence of constraints on portfolio rebalancing frequency. This investigation is motivated by the incremental risk charge (IRC) introduced by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision. In contrast to the standard market risk measure based on a ten-day value-at-risk calculated at 99% confidence, the IRC considers more extreme losses and is measured over a one-year horizon. More importantly, whereas ten-day VaR is ordinarily calculated with a portfolio's holdings held fixed, the IRC assumes a portfolio is managed dynamically to a target level of risk, with constraints on rebalancing frequency. The IRC uses discrete rebalancing intervals (e.g., monthly or quarterly) as a rough measure of potential illiquidity in underlying assets. We analyze the effect of these rebalancing intervals on the portfolio's profit and loss distribution over a risk-measurement horizon. We derive limiting results, as the rebalancing frequency increases, for the difference between discretely and continuously rebalanced portfolios; we use these to approximate the loss distribution for the discretely rebalanced portfolio relative to the continuously rebalanced portfolio. Our analysis leads to explicit measures of the impact of discrete rebalancing under a simple model of asset dynamics.
Introduction
In 2007, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision proposed a new measure of market risk known as the incremental risk charge, or IRC; the proposal was updated in January 2009 and is expected to take effect in 2010. The IRC is incremental to the current Basel standard for market risk, which is based on a 99% value-at-risk (VaR) measured over a ten-day horizon. The standard VaR measure was designed to capture the risk in short-term fluctuations of highly liquid securities; but, over time, banks have come to include less liquid assets in their trading books. The IRC arose in response to this changing composition of bank portfolios and as part of a broader attempt to equalize capital charges for similar risks held in banking and trading books. The proposal is detailed in reports of the Basel Committee ( [4, 5] ); for perspectives from the industry, see Duncan et al. [17] , Sebton et al. [33] , and Smillie and Epperlein [34] . For general background on risk capital, see, e.g., Crouhy, Galai, and Mark [11] and McNeil, Frey, and Embrechts [30] .
The Basel principles for calculating the IRC include the following key elements:
• a 99.9% VaR,
• measured over a one-year time horizon,
• assuming the portfolio is managed to a target level or risk,
• incorporating "liquidity horizons" for less liquid assets.
The first two features are stringent but otherwise straightforward extensions of the traditional tenday 99% VaR; the last two features are novel. A standard ten-day VaR calculation uses a "buy and hold" assumption under which a portfolio is held fixed throughout the VaR horizon while market prices change. The IRC recognizes the implausibility of this assumption over a one-year horizon and allows the portfolio composition to change within the VaR interval. The notion of a target level of risk precludes a calculation in which a portfolio is artificially assumed to move to safe assets following losses; instead, the portfolio must be rebalanced to reflect a level of risk representative of the bank's trading. The last feature of the IRC limits the frequency of rebalancing to capture potential illiquidity in the underlying assets. A typical rebalancing frequency is monthly or quarterly.
The purpose of this article is to analyze these features of the proposed risk measure, with particular emphasis on the impact of the liquidity intervals nested within the longer risk horizon.
The IRC provides the motivation for this investigation, but we see these features of the IRC as having broader applicability -any prescription for measuring portfolio risk over a moderately long horizon must address the question of how the portfolio evolves over the horizon; a target level of risk with constraints on rebalancing frequency provides a natural framework. Moreover, guidelines put forward by the Basel Committee often influence risk measurement and risk management even beyond the domain of bank supervision.
We analyze the impact of rebalancing frequency in a simple model in which the underlying assets evolve as correlated geometric Brownian motions. We model the target level of risk through a fixed level of portfolio volatility achieved through a fixed set of portfolio weights. We then analyze the difference between a continuously rebalanced portfolio and a portfolio with the same target weights that is rebalanced only periodically. This is a stylized model that does not capture effects like downgrades or defaults, but it leads to explicit characterizations of the impact of discrete rebalancing.
Our analysis is based on letting the rebalancing frequency increase, through which we derive several results. We establish a central limit theorem for the relative difference between the two portfolio distributions at a fixed horizon (the risk horizon of, e.g., one year) and a corresponding limit for the absolute difference as a mixture of normals. We show that the relative error is asymptotically independent of the level of the continuously rebalanced portfolio. We then use this result to derive an asymptotic "volatility adjustment" to correct for the effect of discrete rebalancing; somewhat surprisingly, this correction involves the asymptotic covariance between the relative error and the (log of the) continuous portfolio, despite their asymptotic independence.
Next, we examine the relation between the discrete and continuous portfolios in the extreme tails, motivated by the 99.9% confidence level specified in the IRC. We show that, conditional on a large loss in the continuously rebalanced portfolio, the distribution of the discretely rebalanced portfolio is asymptotically concentrated at a point. We use this to derive an approximation to the extreme VaR and combine it with the volatility adjustment derived through the central limit theorem. Our approximations to the loss distribution are applicable to expected shortfall and other tail risk measures, in addition to VaR. Most of our results are formulated in a setting that contrasts fully continuous rebalancing with fully discrete rebalancing at fixed intervals, but we also discuss extensions to settings in which different subportfolios are rebalanced at different frequencies.
Discretely rebalanced portfolios arise in models of transaction costs and discrete hedging, including Bertsimas, Kogan, and Lo [6] , Boyle and Emanuel [8] , Duffie and Sun [15] , Leland [29] , and Morton and Pliska [31] . Gordy and Howells [19] compare the effect of alternative rebalancing assumptions on the procyclicality of capital requirements. Guasoni, Huberman, and Wang [20] analyze the effect of discrete rebalancing on the measurement of tracking error and portfolio alpha.
Dufresne [16] compares the distributions of discretely and continuously weighted averages of asset prices. The distribution of the difference between a diffusion process and its discrete-time approximation has also received extensive study in the simulation literature, as in Kurtz and Protter [27] .
We will comment further on connections and differences between our analysis and earlier work after presenting our first main result. As discussed above, the rebalancing constraints in the IRC serve as a rough way to capture potential illiquidity in measuring portfolio risk. Bangia, Diebold, Schuermann and Stroughair [3] , and Jorion [25] calculate liquidity-adjusted VaR using information on bid-ask spreads. The two approaches could potentially be aligned by using a measure of market impact to set rebalancing frequencies, along the lines in Dubil [14] .
Our analysis considers only the impact of rebalancing frequency and does not address other aspects of the IRC and the effect of illiquidity. For example, one concern in discussions of the IRC is "double counting" of risk when a bank calculates both a specific risk charge and the IRC.
Other points of discussion include the justification for adding a one-year VaR number to a standard ten-day VaR, as well as the limitations of VaR more generally; see Finger [18] for an overview and commentary. We also stress that our analysis is limited to a simple model of asset dynamics and portfolio rebalancing. The benefit of working with a simple model is that it leads to explicit results that may provide a useful benchmark and suggest directions for further investigation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the modeling framework for our investigation and introduces notation. Section 3 establishes the central limit theorem for the relative difference between the discrete and continuous portfolios and derives an explicit expression for the limiting variance parameter in terms of underlying asset volatilities, correlations, and portfolio weights. Section 4 uses this to derive our adjustment to portfolio volatility -an adjustment that corrects the volatility for discrete rebalancing. Section 5 proves a conditional limit theorem for the loss in the discrete portfolio conditional on a large loss in the continuous portfolio. This section also reports numerical results to evaluate the quality of various approximations to the tail of the loss distribution. Section 6 considers the extension to subportfolios rebalanced at different frequencies, and Section 7 concludes the paper.
Model Dynamics
We begin by describing the evolution of the assets in the portfolios we consider. A d-dimensional standard Brownian motion W = (W 1 , . . . , W d ) drives the prices of d assets with dynamics
The drifts µ i and volatility coefficients σ ij are constants. The covariance matrix Σ of the instantaneous returns has entries
Given these asset dynamics, the portfolio is described by a fixed vector w = (w 1 , . . . , w d ) of weights. The weights sum to 1, but some could be negative, reflecting short positions. The weights could be the result of a portfolio optimization problem, but we will simply take them as given.
In the absence of liquidity constraints, the portfolio is continuously rebalanced to maintain the portfolio weights, so the value V evolves as
which we write as dV (t)
by defining µ w = i w i µ i and letting σ i = (σ i1 , . . . , σ id ) . The portfolio's volatility is
Indeed, we could write the dynamics of the continuously rebalanced portfolio as
by introducing the scalar Brownian motionW (t) = i,j w i σ ij W j (t)/σ w . If we definē
then we also have σ w = σ .
Now introduce a risk horizon T (e.g., 1 year) and a liquidity or rebalancing horizon ∆t = T /N (e.g., 1 month with N = 12). The discretely rebalanced portfolioV evolves from n∆t to (n + 1)∆t according toV
In other words, the discretely rebalanced portfolio grows according to the weighted average of the holding period returns of the individual assets. We adopt the normalization V (0) =V (0) = 1.
WriteV n =V (n∆t), V n = V (n∆t), and ∆W (n) = W ((n + 1)∆t) − W (n∆t). The following easily verified representation of the difference between the two portfolio values will be useful:
The key to our analysis will be approximating the increments in (2) using, for n = 1, . . . , N ,
where
recalling (1) . These terms satisfy E[ n ] = 0. In fact,
so n may be expressed as the difference of two terms, each having mean zero.
Our investigation focuses on the simple model of asset dynamics and portfolio weights described above. In practice, both the portfolio strategy and asset dynamics are likely to be more complex.
The benefit of working with a simple model is that it leads to explicit results that can provide a useful benchmark for evaluating the effect of rebalancing frequency. For risk management purposes, the objective is not necessarily to reproduce a detailed trading strategy but, in the case of the IRC, to capture the notion of a target level of risk. In our setting, that target is captured by σ w .
Asymptotic Error
In this section, we analyze the differenceV N −V N between the discretely rebalanced and continuously rebalanced portfolios as the number of rebalancing dates N grows, with the risk horizon T held fixed. We identify the limiting distributions of the absolute and relative errors. Our analysis builds on the representation in (2) . The first step is to approximate the sum in (2) with the sum of the n defined in (3) . The proof of the following result (and most others) is deferred to the appendix.
This result underlies most of our analysis: it states that the relative difference between the discretely and continuously rebalanced portfolio values is nearly equal to a sum of independent errors defined through the squares of the Brownian increments driving the underlying asset returns.
The Limit Theorem
We now come to the main result of this section. To state it, we set
is independent of V (T ), and "⇒" denotes convergence in distribution.
Proof. For each N , the n , n = 1, . . . , N , are i.i.d. with mean zero and variance σ 2 L ∆t 2 . Also, E| n | 3 = O(∆t 3 ). Thus, by the Lyapunov central limit theorem (as in, e.g., Theorem 7.1.2 of
Let
then, by Proposition 1, X N − √ N N n=1 n ⇒ 0, and, by Theorem 4.4.6 of Chung [10] , X N inherits the limiting distribution in (8) .
For any j, k, m = 1, . . . , d, E[∆W j (n)∆W k (n)∆W m (n)] = 0; it then follows from the fact that n is a quadratic function of the components of ∆W (n) that E[ n ∆W m (n)] = 0, m = 1, . . . , d. In other words, n is uncorrelated with the components of ∆W (n). The pairs (∆W (n), n ), n = 1, 2, . . . , N , are i.i.d. in R d+1 , so the convergence in (8) extends to
in R d+1 . But then, by the Cramér-Wold device (Billingsley [7] , p.49), (W (T ), X N ) is also asymptotically multivariate normal with independent components. Because V (T ) is a continuous function of W (T ), we also have (V (T ), X N ) ⇒ (V (T ), X), with asymptotic independence, from which we get the convergence of (V (T )X N , X N ) in the statement of the theorem.
The convergence in (10) can be strengthened to a functional central limit theorem,
whereW is a one-dimensional Brownian motion independent of W , [N t] denotes the integer part of N t (see Billingsley [7] , p.68). We may also write (7) as
withW a Brownian motion independent of V . This says neither more nor less than (7) -any normal random variable may be represented as the level of a Brownian motion at a fixed timebut it is suggestive of the following interpretation: asymptotically, the rebalancing errors are driven by a Brownian motion that is independent of the Brownian motion driving the underlying assets.
Related results arise in other contexts. Kurtz and Protter [27] identify the law of the error of the Euler scheme for discretizing stochastic differential equations, and they characterize the limiting error through a stochastic differential equation driven by a Brownian motion independent of the original driving Brownian motion. Jacod and Protter [24] extend this analysis to Lévy-driven processes, and Detemple, Garcia, and Rindisbacher [12] use it to compare alternative discretization methods. Related ideas arise in the convergence of GARCH models to continuous-time limits, as in Duan [13] . Boyle and Emanuel [8] and, in a more general setting, Bertsimas, Kogan, and Lo [6] , analyze the hedging error that results from applying a continuous-time delta-hedging strategy at discrete dates. Boyle and Emanuel [8] show that the hedging error is uncorrelated with the return on the underlying stock over a single period; Bertsimas et al. [6] find the limiting distribution of the hedging error over multiple periods and note that the hedging error is asymptotically independent of the price of the underlying asset. Related results are derived by Leland [29] in the context of option pricing with transaction costs.
A feature of our setting is that it allows an explicit representation of the limiting variance parameter σ 2 L . For this, we write (3) as
where B is the symmetric matrix with entries
We may also write the matrix B as
where • denote elementwise multiplication and Ω is a diagonal matrix with Ω ii = w i , i = 1, . . . , d.
The matrix B reflects the dispersion in the weights w and volatilities σ ij . This can be seen in (12) , which is the difference between a weighted average of products and a product of weighted averages. Representing σ 2 L in terms of B (Tr(B 2 ) is the square of the Frobenius norm of B) thus provides some insight into the parameters affecting σ 2 L . However, B depends on the way we factor the covariance matrix Σ (through the volatilities σ ij ), which is somewhat arbitrary. In contrast, the alternative representation in Proposition 2 depends only on w and Σ and thus shows that σ 2 L is invariant with respect to the choice of factorization of Σ.
While the limiting distribution of the relative difference between the two portfolios (the second component of (7)) is normal, Theorem 1 shows that the limiting distribution of the absolute difference (the first component) is a lognormal mixture of normals. As a further illustration of the explicit nature of this limit, we record some its moments:
, and all odd moments equal to zero.
Proof. The independent product XV (T ) has all odd moments equal to zero because X has this property, and both X and V (T ) have finite moments of all orders. The variance of the product is
For the kurtosis, we need to calculate
using first the independence of V (T ) and X and then the fact that, as a normal random variable, X has a kurtosis of 3. The fourth moment of V (T ) is
Example
To illustrate the convergence in Theorem 1, we provide a numerical example. We consider a portfolio of ten assets, though these could alternatively be interpreted as subportfolios of different types of assets. The individual asset volatilities range from 2.5% to 13.75% in increments of 1.25%, and all pairwise correlations of distinct assets are equal to 0.2. The mean rate of return on the ith asset is µ i = .05 + σ i /4. We choose portfolio weights by maximizing the portfolio growth rate µ w − σ 2 w /2 (which is equivalent to choosing optimal weights with log utility). This yields the weights We measure the portfolio's leverage as the ratio of the total long position (the sum of the positive weights) divided by the initial capital (the sum of all the weights, which is simply 1). This yields a leverage ratio of 7.2. The resulting portfolio volatility is σ w = 35.51% with a mean rate of return µ w = 18.24%. Table 1 The standard deviations (for both the relative and absolute differences) and correlations are very close to the limiting values, even at small values of N . As one might expect, the higher moments are initially much farther from the values under the limiting distribution. As we will see below, this is at least partly because of the relatively high leverage ratio in this example. As a further illustration, we compare results with a modification of this portfolio. We adjust the model parameters to keep the overall mean and volatility µ w and σ w unchanged while reducing leverage. We accomplish this by scaling each asset volatility by a factor of four, reducing each µ i (These weights maximize µ w − cσ 2 w /2 with c = 1.029 chosen to produce the same values of µ w and σ w that we previously obtained with c = 1.) The correlation matrix is unchanged, and the overall structure of the model is close to that of the previous example, but the resulting leverage ratio is 1.8 rather than 7.2. For the portfolio with lower leverage (on the right), the distribution is closer to the normal limit and shows slightly positive skewness (estimated at 0.17); for the more highly leveraged portfolio (on the left), the distribution exhibits negative skewness (estimated at −0.75). This comparison is indicative of a more general pattern we have observed in numerical examples: the quality of the normal approximation to the relative error X N depends more on the degree of leverage than on the portfolio volatility or mean return, with high leverage producing negative skewness.
A Volatility Adjustment for Discrete Rebalancing 4.1 The Discretely Rebalanced Portfolio Distribution
We would like to use Theorem 1 to approximate the distribution ofV N and then to approximate its VaR or other risk measures (as in, e.g., [1, 32] ). By the definition of X N in (9), we havê
This representsV N as nearly the product of two lognormal random variables, because V (T ) is lognormal, X N is asymptotically normal, and 1
we have joint convergence in Theorem 1.) This suggests using a lognormal approximation toV N .
However, we cannot assume thatV N is positive for fixed N , so we cannot take its logarithm to calculate a volatility parameter. To get around this problem, we set
ThenV N is positive, and its squared volatility is
For the second term on the far right of (14), Proposition 1 implies that
For the last term in (14), consistent with the asymptotic independence proved in Theorem 1, we
however, the rate of convergence is critical in determining whether the covariance term is negligible.
It is not: the covariance is of order O(1/ √ N ), so the contribution of the covariance term is of the same order as the variance term.
The second part of this proposition asserts that the difference betweenV N andV N is negligible (relative to our approximations) and calculates the limiting volatility of the positive sequenceV N , which we may therefore interpret as the limiting volatility ofV N . Armed with this limit, we arrive at a volatility adjustment that adjusts the distribution of V (T ) to approximate the distribution of
Volatility Adjustment: To correct for discrete rebalancing, apply the volatility adjustment
As one would expect, the adjustment vanishes as the rebalancing interval ∆t shrinks to zero.
Moreover, the adjustment can result in either a larger or smaller volatility because the sign of γ L and its magnitude relative to σ 2 L are indeterminate. In a model with transaction costs, Leland [29] characterizes the price of an option using the Black-Scholes formula with an adjusted volatility, the adjustment capturing the effect of discrete hedging. The adjustment in (17) is reminiscent of Leland's adjustment (as pointed out by Jan Obloj), though there is no evident connection between the terms in the two expressions. Haug [21] reviews volatility adjustements to correct for discrete dividends in option pricing. Broadie et al.
[9], Hörfelt [22] , Howison and Steinberg [23] , and Lai, Yao, and AitSahalia [28] derive continuity corrections for discretely monitored path-dependent options by adjusting a barrier or boundary, rather than a volatility. Dufresne [16] considers adjustments to lognormal approximations for sums of lognormal approximations.
Examples
To evaluate the accuracy of the volatility adjustment (17), we test its performance through simulation on several examples: Model 4: This model has ten uncorrelated assets, Σ = I, µ i = 10.5%, and w i = 10%, i = 1, . . . , 10, with a portfolio volatility of 31.6%. Table 2 shows results for these portfolios, based on four million simulation trials. The table
shows the leverage ratio, volatility σ w and rate of return µ w for each portfolio; it also shows the ratio 2γ L /σ 2 L to indicate the relative magnitude of the two parts of the adjustment across different examples. The last three columns show the error reduction achieved by the adjusted volatility at different rebalancing frequencies, N = 2, N = 4, and N = 12. Merely noting that the adjusted volatility is close to the estimated volatility of the discrete portfolio would be uninformative, because even σ w will be close to the discrete volatility as N increases; of greater significance is measuring how much of the error in σ w is corrected by the volatility adjustment. We measure this error reduction as
where σ adj is the adjusted volatility in (17) , andσ N is the estimated "volatility" ofV N . Thus, a value close to 100% indicates that the volatility adjustment captures nearly all of the difference in volatility between the discretely and continuously rebalanced portfolios. We calculateσ N by taking the standard deviation of logV N across paths. It is possible forV N to take negative values (though this is rare in the examples we have tested), so we simply discard negative values before taking logs. This affects the calculations at N = 2 for Models 1a, 2a, and 2b.
The results in the table confirm a very sizeable correction from the volatility adjustment, with the adjustment often capturing nearly all the difference between the discrete and continuous volatilities. There is no a priori reason to expect the error reduction to increase with N : both the numerator and denominator in our error ratio vanish as N increases. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that the values in the table show a fairly consistent pattern. The portfolios with higher leverage and volatility show a marked improvement in the error reduction as N increases; for the portfolios with low leverage or low volatility, the adjusted volatility is nearly exact even at N = 2. The performance of the volatility adjustment in Figure 4 is excellent; however, we will see that this adjustment is not always sufficient to produce a good approximation. In the next section, we derive a (conditional) mean correction, with particular focus on the extreme tails. As a byproduct, this analysis produces a simple characterization of why and when the volatility adjustment suffices.
Extreme Tails: Conditional Mean
The lognormal approximation toV N , based on the central limit theorem in Theorem 1 should be accurate over the range of values where the normal limit X provides a good approximation to In both panels, the lower curve corresponds to the continuously rebalanced portfolio, the upper curve corresponds to the discretely rebalanced portfolio with N = 4, and the circles are the result of applying the volatility adjustment to the continuously rebalanced distribution.
X N . As typically happens with applications of a central limit theorem, the normal approximation loses accuracy in the extreme tails. Because the motivation for our investigation includes a 99.9%
VaR, the extreme tails are relevant. We therefore supplement the central limit theorem with an approximation specifically focused on the tails.
Conditioning on a Large Loss
Our approach will be to condition on an outcome of V (T ) in the tail of its distribution. We show that, for large N , the resulting conditional distribution ofV N is concentrated at a point: in effect, only one outcome ofV N is consistent with a sufficiently extreme value of V (T ). This limit provides a correction in approximating the distribution ofV N with that of V (T ) in the tails. It also provides an approximation to the VaR of the discretely rebalanced portfolio using that of the continuously rebalanced portfolio.
As V (T ) andσ W (T ) are in one-to-one correspondence, conditioning on a value of one is equivalent to conditioning on a value of the other. We will impose a condition of the form
which is equivalent to
Our choice x N = x √ N is a large deviations scaling in the following sense: If we set Z N,n = ∆W (n)/ √ ∆t, thenσ Z N,n , n = 1, . . . , N , are independent, zero-mean normal random variables, but conditioning onσ W (T ) = x √ N is equivalent to conditioning on
Thus, we are conditioning a sample mean on a value away from its limit.
Theorem 2 With x
as N → ∞, where
with Ω andσ as before.
The phenomenon reflected in Theorem 2 is illustrated in Figure 5 . The figure shows a scatter plot of simulated pairs (V (T ),V N ) for Model 1a, plotted on a log scale, with T = 1 and N = 2.
The figure includes a diagonal line for comparison. Near the center of the distribution, we see substantial variability inV N at each value of V (T ), and this variability is large relative to the differences in conditional means (i.e., the difference between the conditional mean and the diagonal line). But in the lower tail, the conditional distribution ofV N becomes more tightly concentrated, and the deviation from the diagonal becomes more appreciable, particularly in comparison to the conditional variability. The limit in (18) measures this deviation. The theorem applies for large N , but the effect is evident even at N = 2 (a point we return to in Theorem 3).
The limit in Theorem 2 yields the approximation
then we have the approximation
provided H is monotone near y. Similarly, we can approximate the VaR for the discretely rebalanced portfolio V aR α (at confidence 1 − α) in terms of that for the continuously rebalanced portfolio, V aR α , using
if H is monotone near the VaR. At each y > 0, H (y) is positive for all sufficiently large N .
We can arrive at nearly the same approximation through an alternative route. Recall that we derived the central limit theorem for (V N − V (T ))/V (T ) by first showing that this ratio is close to the sum of the n . This approach suggests that we approximate the conditional expectation of the ratio (given V (T ) = y) using the conditional expectation of the n . We can evaluate this conditional expectation exactly, without requiring that N (or y) be large:
where x = log y − µ w T + 1 2 σ 2 w T .
Observe that if we let y = y N depend on N as in Theorem 2, then we should replace x with x √ N , and (21) approaches β L x 2 /2 as N → ∞. This yields the approximation
which is consistent with what we derived previously, for large N .
Approximations and Examples
Let F (·; µ, σ 2 ) denote a lognormal distribution with parameters µ and σ 2 , meaning that F (y; µ, σ 2 ) = P (exp(µ − σ 2 /2 + σZ) ≤ y), with Z ∼ N (0, 1). Then the distribution of V (T ) is F 0 (·) ≡ F (·; µ w T, σ 2 w T ), and this provides a crude approximation to the distribution ofV N . Theorem 2 provides the approximation
The volatility adjustment (17) yields the approximation
which is lognormal, but with the portfolio volatility σ w replaced by the adjusted volatility σ adj .
The approximation in (22) uses an adjustment to the (conditional) mean ofV N (given V (T )), whereas the approximation in (23) uses an adjustment to the volatility. It is therefore natural to consider a combined approximation that uses both adjustments,
This approximation is not lognormal because of the distortion introduced by H. We have displayed values of F adj and F H,adj at just a few points (marked with circles and plus signs) in the interest of clarity; these values are just as easy to calculate as the others using the expressions in (22) and (24) By itself, F adj (indicated with circles) is not nearly as effective in Figure 6 as it was for Model 4 in Figure 4 . The results of this section explain this contrast: Model 4 has β L = 0. Thus, for Model 4, F H = F 0 ; the conditional mean adjustment has no effect and the volatility adjustment becomes more important. For the examples in Figure 6 , the values of β L are −0.84 (Model 1a), Table 3 : Comparison of estimated tail probabilities. In each entry of the table, the first number gives the estimated tail probability from simulation of the discretely rebalanced portfolio, and the second number gives the approximation using F H,adj . Table 3 values. We choose the 99.9% VaR from the continuously rebalanced distribution, estimate the tail probability for the discretely rebalanced portfolio at that loss level using simulation, and compare it with the approximation using F H,adj .
In each entry of the table, the first number reported is the value from simulation, and the second value is the approximation. Correlation and the uniformity of the weights seem to have little impact on the accuracy of the approximation, which is generally quite good. The approximation is less accurate at high volatility with N = 4, where it underestimates the loss probability, though the magnitude is correct. The approximation at high volatility improves at N = 12.
Subportfolios and Multiple Rebalancing Frequencies
In this section, we examine the rebalancing error when some assets are rebalanced more frequently than others. To keep things simple, we focus on the case of two subportfolios. The analysis of this case shows how to handle the general case, so long as the rebalancing intervals for all subportfolios are integer multiples of some base interval.
Let U i (t), i = 1, 2, denote the values of the subportfolios at time t, and let π 1 and π 2 = 1 − π 1 denote their target weights in the full portfolio. We will use the same symbols to denote the sets of indices of the assets in each subportfolio, writing, e.g., i ∈ π 1 or i ∈ π 2 to indicate that the ith asset is in the first or second subportfolio. We write p i for the weight of asset i in the subportfolio that contains it, so w i = π 1 p i or w i = π 2 p i , depending on whether asset i is in the first or second subportfolio. We assume no asset is contained in both subportfolios; this is without loss of generality, as we could define two copies of the same asset as different assets.
Suppose, initially, that U 1 is rebalanced twice as often as U 2 ; its gross return over [0, ∆t] is
The gross return on the second subportfolio over the same period is
and the gross return on the full portfolio is
The value V (∆t) of the continuously rebalanced portfolio is unchanged from previous sections.
If we carry out a Taylor expansion of
to terms of order ∆t (taking the magnitude of a Brownian increments to be the square root of the magnitude of the corresponding time increment), we get a quadratic function of the Brownian increments over [0, ∆t/2] and [∆t/2, ∆t], centered by its mean; this generalizes the error terms n used in previous sections. For this section only, let ∆W 1 and ∆W 2 denote the Brownian increments over these subintervals; ∆W = ∆W 1 + ∆W 2 . Then Taylor expansion of U 1 yields
and the same expression for U 1 (∆t)/U 1 (∆t/2) but with ∆W 1 replaced by ∆W 2 . Similarly, we get
and
Combining these expressions and keeping only terms of order ∆t or larger yields the difference between a quadratic form in (∆W 1 , ∆W 2 ) and θ∆t, with θ as in (4).
The limits and approximations in previous sections all result from approximating the relative difference (V N − V (T ))/V (T ) with the sum of the n . Here, we will not extend the convergence arguments given previously, but instead show how to redefine n to capture different rebalancing frequencies. This provides a mechanism for extending the approximations by calculating the parameters used previously for the new increments n . We will illustrate this idea by evaluating their variance to generalize σ 2 L . The main difference between this setting and the previous one is that before we had only quadratics of the form ∆W B∆W , and now we pick up cross terms of the form ∆W 1 C∆W 2 that arise as products of the linear (in ∆W i ) terms in the expansion of U 1 . These terms arise precisely because of the doubly frequent rebalancing of this subportfolio.
We use the following notation:σ
Observe thatσ = π 1σ1 + π 2σ2 and B = π 1 A 1 + π 2 A 2 −σσ .
Substituting (26)- (28) in (25), keeping only terms of order O(∆t) or larger, and simplifying, we get
This, in turn, can be rewritten as
with
The expectation of (29) By following the same steps, we can generalize this derivation to the case where the first subportfolio is rebalanced K times as often as the rest of the portfolio. For this case, we divide ∆t into K equally spaced subintervals and write the increment ∆W as the sum ∆W 1 + · · · + ∆W K ;
(29) becomes
We have labeled this 1 because it generalizes our previous definition (the case K = 1) and arises in the same way.
We calculate the variance of (31) to generalize σ 2 L . For this we need some additional notation. Arrange the indices of the assets so that all assets in the first subportfolio are listed before those in the second subportfolio. We can then partition the covariance matrix Σ as
Write p (1) for the vector of weights p i , i ∈ π 1 , and let Ω (1) denote the diagonal matrix with the elements of p (1) on its diagonal. Let
and define
Proposition 5 We have
Of these expressions, (33) is easier to read, but B and C depend on the way we factor Σ (through the vectors σ i ) whereas (34) does not. In both cases, the first term results from squared Brownian increments, and the second term results from cross products of increments over subintervals of length ∆t/K within the same interval of length ∆t. When K = 1, we recover σ 2 L ∆t 2 . If the first subportfolio encompasses the full portfolio, then π 1 = 1, π 2 = 0, and C = 0, as one can see from the first expression in (30) , so (33) 
1 is evaluated at time ∆t rather than ∆t/K.) If the first subportfolio is empty, then π 1 = 0, π 2 = 1, and C = B (see the second expression in (30)), so (33) reduces to σ 2 L ∆t 2 .
Concluding Remarks
Our investigation provides simple and explicit characterizations of the impact of the rebalancing constraints in the Basel Committee's incremental risk charge for market risk. We have identified an asymptotic variance parameter σ 2 L that quantifies the magnitude of the relative difference between discretely and continuously rebalanced portfolios. In combination with an asymptotic covariance parameter γ L , this yields a volatility adjustment to approximate a discretely rebalanced portfolio with a continuously rebalanced portfolio. A conditional mean adjustment parameter β L improves the approximation, particularly in the region of the loss distribution near a 99.9% VaR. All of these parameters are given explicitly in terms of the volatilites, correlations, and expected returns of the underlying assets.
The analysis in this paper is limited to assets modeled as correlated geometric Brownian motions.
Understanding the impact of other asset dynamics is a topic for further investigation. In preliminary tests using bootstrapped returns from historical market data, we find that the moment corrections σ 2 L and γ L perform quite well; as one would expect, the distribution of the normalized error exhibits heavier tails than one finds with the normal distribution.
ThenV
We apply a Taylor approximation to g N,n . Observe first that
Then, for some ξ N,n ∈ [0, √ ∆t], we havê
where the remainder r N includes all other terms in the product. In light of (38), the proof will be concluded once we show that the last three terms in (40) are indeed negligible.
In the following, when applied to a random variable the symbol · denotes the L 2 norm,
In light of (40) and (38), we have
We discuss the terms on the right in turn, showing that each is O(∆t). N,n (0) is a linear combination of odd powers of normal random variables if j is odd and even powers of normal random variables if j is even.) Thus, the first term on the right in (41) is the norm of a sum of uncorrelated (in fact, independent), identically distributed, mean zero random variables. It follows that
and thus the norm is O(∆t).
In the next term in (41), the summands do not have mean zero, but the triangle inequality yields 1 24
The norm of g 
N,n (ξ N,n )/24, for n = 1, . . . , N . Then
where, in the innermost sum, each n i ranges from 1 to N and the sum is taken over sets of distinct indices n 1 , . . . , n J . In this expression for r N , we have collected powers of ∆t according to their sources in (39): the k factors c n 1 , . . . , c n k contribute ∆t 2k , and so on.
Because the sum in (42) is over sets of distinct indices, each product in the sum is a product of independent random variables drawn from up to three distributions. Thus, we have
for some ρ not depending on J or N ; e.g., if ∆t < 1, we can take
N,1 (τ ) < ∞.
We decompose the remainder in (42) as r N be the sum over terms with k ≥ 1. We will bound the norm of each of these terms. For r 
We claim that this is a sum of uncorrelated, mean zero terms. First observe that, for all n, m = 1, . . . , N with m = n,
To verify the first equality, recall that each b n is a linear combination of odd powers of (σ i −σ) Z N,n and each a n is a centered sum of even powers. The other equalities from the independence of the Z N,n , n = 1, . . . , N . Thus, each summand in r
N has mean zero, and the product of any two distinct summands also has mean zero. The squared norm of r (0) N (its variance) then satisfies
where "∼" means that the ratio of the two sides approaches 1 as N → ∞. Thus, r
The remaining term is
The triangle inequality yields
as N → ∞. The last step uses the fact that (1 + x/N ) N → exp(x). Thus, r Squaring B yields three terms; we evaluate Tr(B 2 ) as the sum of the traces of these terms:
Tr(σσ σσ ) = Tr(σ σσ σ) = (σ σ)
Adding (44), (46) and (47) and multiplying by 1/2 yields the result.
A.3 Proof of Proposition 4
(i) From (2), we have
We claim that
The first case in (49) follows immediately from the independence of ∆W (k) and (V n , V n ,V n+1 , V n+1 ), for k ≥ n + 2. For the second case in (49), we may write
Now
The last equality usesσ σ = σ 2 w and the identity
this follows from Girsanov's theorem, as the exponential in this expectation is the density for a change of measure that changes the mean of ∆W (n + 1) to (σ i −σ)∆t. Expanding (51), we find that the O(∆t) term is actually zero because its coefficient is
and the remainder is O(∆t 3 ).
By essentially the same argument,
Using the independence of the Brownian increments, we can write the last case in (49) as
With the calculations above, this is
Applying (49) to (48), we get
which implies (15).
For part (ii) of the proposition, the mean value theorem yields
for some ξ N with |ξ N | ≤ |X N |. We need to show that E[V (T ) 2 ξ 2 N ] is bounded, and this will follow if we show that E[V (T ) 2 X 2 N ] has a finite limit. But
By Girsanov's theorem, the expectation on the right is the second moment of X N in a model in which each original asset drift µ i is changed to µ i +2σ iσ . From Proposition 1, we have convergence of the second moment of X N , regardless of the values of the drifts, as long as they are constants.
The last statement in the proposition follows from (14) and part (i).
A.4 Proofs of Theorems 2 and 3
Before proceeding with the proofs of the theorems, we record the conditional distribution of the Brownian increments in the following lemma:
and each pair of increments ∆W (n), ∆W (m), m = n, has covariance matrix −σσ ∆t/σ 2 w . The conditional joint distribution of ∆W (1) 
with∆W (n) as in (53) and u = x √ N . Any limit of (56) is then a weak limit of (55).
We will expand the factors in (56) by following steps similar to those used for g N,n in (37). 
We claim that this sum converges to a in probability.
To justify this claim, we first observe that E[Y N,n ] = 0 (see (5)) and, by properties of the quadratic variation of Brownian motion, and Shreve [26] and the second from their Problem 1.5.11, for which they provide a solution on p.44. These statements can also be verified using the Z N,n rather than the Brownian increments.)
By the properties of the remainders noted above, we also have that converge to zero in probability. But, for all sufficiently small v,
so (57) converges to a in probability. It follows that (56) converges in probability to e a and thus that (55) converges in distribution to the same constant.
It remains to evaluate a. From the definition of a, we can write a = β L x 2 /2 with and (21) follows using the first expression for β L in (19) .
A.5 Proof of Proposition 5
The first K terms in (31) are independent of each other; the remaining K(K − 1)/2 terms are uncorrelated with each other and with the first K terms. Thus, the variance of (31) The details of these calculations are similar to the steps in (44)-(47) and are therefore omitted.
